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Stellingen

1.

Het onderscheid tussen economische en politieke rationaliteit maakt politiek fundamentele antwoorden op de duurzaamheidsproblematiek mogelijk.

2.

Politiek gezien zijn economische inzichten belangrijker dan economische instrumenten.

3.

Wetenschappelijke onpartijdigheid impliceert geen wetenschappelijke neutraliteit.

4.

Een vertaling van duurzaamheid in termen van een ecologisch verantwoorde economische orde is politiek gezien aantrekkelijker en wetenschappelijk gezien haalbaarder dan een vertaling in termen van allocatieve efficientie.

5.

Allocatieve efficientie kan geen maatstaf zijn voor het duurzaamheidsgehalte van
een gegeven economie. Een gegeven economie is immers maatstaf voor de concrete betekenis van allocatieve efficientie.

6.

Internalisering van negatieve externe ecologische effecten leidt niet noodzakelijk tot
sociaal aanvaardbare en politiek wenseiijke oplossingen van ecologische Problemen.

7.

Zelfs de meest objectieve wetenschap laat veel te denken over.

8.

Ondanks het feit dat het tot stand brengen van een proefschrift zwaarder is en meer
creativiteit vereist dan het op de wereld zetten van kinderen, ervaart de moeder van
beide meer redenen om trots te zijn op het laatste dan op het eerste.

9.

De meeste mannelijke wetenschappers zijn goochelaars: zij slagen er in zichzelf
onzichtbaar te maken zonder dat iemand het merkt. De meeste vrouwelijke wetenschappers worden goochelaars.
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Voorwoord
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aangename collegiale belangstelling de goede gang van zaken te bewaken. Anderen
verstünden de kunst om weliswaar aan mijn zij, maar desondanks onverminderd kritisch
naar de tussentijdse toestanden op mijn slagveld te kijken, en om mij in niet altijd even
zichtbare, maar niettemin benarde situaties moreel te ondersteunen. Weer anderen
deelden met mij hun piek- en dalervaringen als een-vrouws-leger en moedigden mijn
aanpak aan op momenten dat ik meende te falen. Ik dank de hele leerstoelgroep voor de
veelzijdigheid van haar bijdragen.
Ik dank mijn promotor Michiel Korthals. Hij verstand de kunst mij op tijd de
nodige mimte te bieden. Hij wist mij op cruciale punten vooruit te helpen.
Ik dank mijn cc-promotor Bart Gremmen voor zijn niet aflatende inhoudelijke en
morele ondersteuning.
Ik ben veel dank verschuldigd aan Dr. Jan van der Straaten. Ik bewonder de
manier waarop hij de Woof tussen disciplines weet te overbruggen. Hij is mijn steun en
toeverlaat geweest vanuit het land der economische wetenschap.
Ik dank Prof. Wouter Achterberg. Hij voorzag mij vanaf het begin met kritisch
en stimulerend commentaar.
Meer dan mijn dank wil ik mijn genegenheid uitdrukken voor mijn man Laurens
en mijn kinderen Flore en Ward. Hen hoef ik niet te verteilen wat het betekent een
promovendus als huisgenoot te hebben. 2 j hebben mijn gevecht met glans doorstaan.
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Laurens wist zijn hoofd koel en mijn hart kloppend te houden. Flore en Ward hebben
zieh met kinderlijke dapperheid gevoegd naar de eisen van een promoverende moeder.
En alle drie hebben zij nooit nagelaten om mij elke dag weer enthousiast te begroeten.
Ten slotte dank ik mijn ouders. Hun bijdrage gaat vele jaren terug. Zij hebben
mij geleerd te volharden en hebben mijn taak in huis overgenomen op ogenblikken dat
mijn volharding te ver dreigde te gaan.
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Chapter 1
Economics and ecological policy

1

Economics and the problem of sustainability

In a certain respect, industrial economies are performing very well nowadays. Economic
growth is in many Western countries about 3 %. Despite this (monetary) success story,
the ecological performance of our economies is worrisome. Pezzey recapitulated the
general ecological (and social) tendencies of ongoing industrialisation as follows:
'a) rapid depletion of renewable natural resources (e.g. forests, fish, land and sea
mammals);
b) rapid depletion of known reserves of non-renewable energy and minerals, although
new discoveries and new extraction techniques have so far avoided any decline in
availability;
c) rapid depletion of non-renewable stocks of genetic diversity (see Wilson 1988) and
soil;
d) severe problems of local, transient pollution in industrialising countries;
e) steadily growing problems of cumulative pollution, both regional and global,
principally acid rain, ozone depletion, and the f) accumulation of greenhouse gases
such as COa which are likely to cause global warming (Cline 1991);
g) wide, and recently growing, inequalities between rich and poor nations (UNDP 1992);
and greatly increased rates of change in most areas of life [...]' (Pezzey 1992,330331).
A growing concern about these ecological tendencies found expression in the
concept "sustainability". The concept came into existence in the eighties. It cropped up
for the first time in the document World Conservation Strategy; Living Resource
Conservation for Sustainable Development that was published by a group of private
environmental organisations, the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
11

Natural Resources (Nelissen ef at. 1997, 261-263). It got great political power of
expression on a national and global level since its incorporation in the Brundtland report
Our Common Future (1987). In this report the concept "sustainable developmenf is
defined as development that 'meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs'.
Since its introduction in the Brundtland report, many discussions have taken
place concerning the precise meaning of sustainable development. In the report itself
development is understood as a linear process of economic growth. 'We see [...] the
possibility for a new era of economic growth, one that must be based on policies that
sustain and expand the environmental resource base. And we believe such growth to be
absolutely essential to relieve the great poverty that is deepening in much of the
developing world' (WCED 1987,1). This interpretation dominates prevailing discourse.
Critics have labelled this interpretation as an illustration that the Western world
succeeded once again in presenting its cultural paradigm as a model for the whole world
(Peeters 1997, 53). In this book, I start from an interpretation of sustainability that is
more abstract than the Brundtland interpretation. I interpret sustainability as a "guiding
idea" reflecting our striving for intergenerational justice in the way we go about with the
ecological dimensions of earthly life. The concept "guiding idea" refers to an ideal that
guides our political actions, but that remains without concrete, static content. Its ever
provisional, concrete meaning takes shape in historical, political processes. The concept
of intergenerational justice refers to our responsibility with regard to future generations.
We are responsible for the ecological impacts of our present economic activities on the
lives of future generations. We should make sure that these ecological impacts are
compatible with the idea of intergenerational justice .
1

This more abstract interpretation resembles the concept "sustainable future"
proposed by the Dutch Committee for Long-Term Environmental Policy in its
publication The environment; Towards a Sustainable Future. Consider the
following quotation: ' [...] a sustainable future is a basic principle; a guiding
idea concerning a desirable future; a notion to describe the will of existing
people to take care for the future of new generations. The concept of sustainable
future has ethic aspects; it emphasizes the need for responsibility of the present
generation for the world of future generations' (DCLTEP 1994).
1
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Sustainability as responsibility towards future generations presumes that we are able to
manage the ecological performance of our economies. This interpretation of
sustainability as "responsibility presupposing manageability" offers those who prefer to
forget about sustainability as soon as possible an easy shot. They can argue that if the
ecological performance of our economies shows to be unmanageable, there is no further
reason to feel responsible about it. I consider this as too easy a way of reasoning.
Present-day ecological problems are no natural problems, as are (some) earthquakes or
impacts of meteorites. Present-day ecological problems are caused by humans. This
human origin suffices for justifying human responsibility. And if we experience the
ecological performance of our economies as unmanageable, our first task as responsible
humans then consists of trying to make it manageable again.
The list of general ecological tendencies mentioned above does not show much
evidence of the ecological manageability of our economies. On the contrary, the tension
between these general tendencies and the idea of sustainability is growing, despite
increasing political and technological efforts to avert these tendencies. This latter
conclusion gets reaffirmed again and again. Consider, for instance, the results of the
Earth

Summit

in

Rio

(1992)

and

of

the

Kyoto

Summit

(1997)

(www.oneworld.org/guides/kyoto/front.html). In Rio, rich industrial countries agreed in
principle to stabilise emissions of greenhouse gases at 1990 levels by the year 2010.
This agreement - though insufficient according to the best scientific understanding was, however, non-binding. In the period between the Earth Summit and the Kyoto
Summit the level of greenhouse gas emissions has actually risen in most of the rich
nations, in Kyoto, a division emerged between the US and the EU. The US stated that it
would be more effective for rich nations to invest in new technology in developing
countries in order to cut overall global emission. The Europeans accused the US of
trying to wriggle out of its responsibility to put its own house in order. Finally, the North
has committed itself to some real reductions. If we compare this commitment to the
results mentioned in the Environmental Balance Sheet 1998 of the Netherlands' National
Institute of Public Health and the Environment, possible hope soon gets lost
(www.milieubalans.rivm.nl/inl_samen/sheet.html).

'Growth

in

production

and

consumption has led to higher energy use, greater mobility and more waste.[...] CO2
emissions increased by about 2% in 1997. [...] The reduction targets for greenhouse gas
emissions, acidification and eutrophication will not be met even after implementation of
the measures contained in the National Environmental Policy Plan 3 (NEPP3). These
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measures cannot fully compensate for the increasing environmental burden of the
growing economy. [...]' This conclusion, namely that we turn out not to be able to
manage the ecological performance of our economies so far, burdens economic science
with a special task. Economics, as the science that has economies as its domain of
research, should investigate reasons for the unmanageably of the ecological
performance of present economies. A science that is not able to provide reasons, cannot
be expected to inspire fundamental solutions. It can at most contribute to solutions by
accident.
We can recapitulate the ecological performance of our economies as showing a
growing use of energy, a decrease in bio-diversity and a growing appeal on the
assimilative capacity of ecological systems. Such performance causes problems that are
often global in space, long-term in time and characterised by many uncertainties and
possible irreversibilities. This performance turns out to be characteristic of our industrial
era. Ongoing industrialisation involves an ever more roundabout production structure
and an ever growing circulation velocity of commodities. The former implies that the
means by which final demand requirements are met become more indirect, that the scale
of the production chain of all kinds of commodities increases (Common 1988,25). It also
implies that through the expansion of intercontinental trade (and developments in
information technology; MD) production chains combine (resource, knowledge and
capital) inputs of all over the world (Pezzey 1992, 328-329). Economic activities
represent global rather than local dimensions. The latter implies that the life time of many
commodities becomes ever shorter. Both tendencies of ongoing industrialisation ask for
ever increasing inputs of material and energetic resources and for continuous
technological innovation in order to overcome problems of exhaustion and pollution (as,
for example, the replacement of coal for wood, of gas for oil, and of nuclear energy for
gas, oil or coal). Given this statement, namely that typical characteristics of present-day
ecological problems relate to industrial (and industrialising) economies, the conclusion of
the previous paragraph can be made more concrete. Economics should investigate
reasons for the unmanageability of the ecological performance of our industrial
economies.
To conclude, present-day general ecological tendencies incite the concept
"sustainability" as a guiding idea for economic policy. In this book, I propose to consider
of the concept in a way that is more abstract than the Brundtland interpretation. I
propose to interpret "sustainability" as responsibility towards future generations with
14

regard to the ecological performance of our present day industrial economies. This
responsibility presupposes manageability. The general ecological tendencies mentioned
show that it is far from evident that we are able to manage the ecological performance of
our economies. Therefore, I consider it as a primary task of economics to investigate
reasons for this unmanageability.

2

Which course to take?

In economic literature one can roughly discern two reactions to the growing tension
between our striving for sustainability on the one hand and the continuing ecological
evolution of our economies on the other. The first reaction originated from economists'
common complaints that the failing ecological performance of present-day economies is
due to - a kind of - "government failure". Economists blame public authorities for
neglecting too often their recommendations with respect to ecological policy. This first
reaction consists of a trial to ameliorate economists' political impact. The second reaction
emerged as a critique on conventional, neo-classically inspired economics. According to
its critics, conventional "environmental economics" is not equipped to tackle problems of
sustainability adequately. These critics, therefore, propose "ecological economics" as a
generic term for a set of alternative economic approaches.
I consider both reactions as worthy trials to cope with the problem of
sustainability. In this book, however, I will examine a third possible course. I will
investigate the norms to which economics should respond in order to contribute in a
successful way to political solutions for the problem of sustainability. In this section, I will
present (in subsection 2.1 and 2.2) the two former reactions. This presentation will help
me to clarify, in section 3, the special issue of the third course that I propose.

2. 1

Economists' political role

One can find plenty illustrations of economists' discomfort about their meagre political
impact in the field of ecological policy .1 will restrict myself to two illustrations. Robert
2

Ecological policy does not necessarily happen from a sustainability
perspective. Some ecological problems can be solved in a way that is acceptable
2
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Nelson, for instance,

records that, despite wide agreement among (American)

economists in the 1970s that pollution taxes or fees were the most efficient way to
achieve protection of air and water quality, this advice has been almost entirely ignored
(Nelson 1987, 68-69). Command and Control regulation proved to be politically more
acceptable. Frank Dietz and Jan van der Straaten agree with this general consideration
(Dietz etal. 1992,27). They state that economists' recommendations to impose charges
on polluting and natural resources-depleting activities are almost fully neglected, as in
almost all OECD countries only physical regulations - rates for emission reduction,
standards regarding emissions and discharges, product and process requirements - are
used to decrease pollution and depletion of natural resources. This experience urged
some authors to investigate possible reasons for this discrepancy between economists'
recommendations and ecological policy.
Hanley, Hallett and Moffatt consider three possible explanations: a) ignorance
of law makers and/or administrators, b) theoretical and/or practical problems with
incentive-based schemes, and c) institutional or cultural barriers, including the attitudes
and behaviours of economists (Hanley et al. 1990). With respect to the latter kind of
explanation, they point to economists' focus on efficiency. Efficiency is not necessarily
legislators' and pressure groups' main or only measuring stick for ecological control
policy (Hanley et al. 1990,1421; 1426). Both Nelson and Hanley suggest that lack of
consensus between economists can partly explain why success over ecological
legislation was not forthcoming (Nelson 1987, 67; Hanley ef al. 1990,1422). Dietz and
Van der Straaten stress the role of vested economic interests in the political arena (Dietz
ef al. 1992, 34-39). The existing imbalance of power in society causes that political
objectives are heavily influenced by the individual and short-term interests of vested
economic interests. These interests are at odds with environmental economists' interest
in a sustainable society. Nelson further notes the ideological content of alternative

to present generations, but not acceptable - according to present values - to
future generations. Other ecological problems can be so local in time (and in
place), that they lack an intergenerational dimension. They are ecological
problems, but not problems of sustainability. In this book, the problem of
sustainability is the structuring problem. For that reason, when I refer to
ecological policy, I refer to ecological problems that have an intergenerational
dimension and that should be considered from a perspective of intergenerational
justice.
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economic instruments to achieve economic efficiency as a possible reason for the
discrepancy between economists' recommendations and environmental legislation
(Nelson 1987,68-71). In the years before 1970, economists, in their effort to encourage
the use of market mechanisms, put by far the greatest part of their support behind
proposals for pollution emissions fees. By comparison, they almost fully neglected the
competing idea of creating a system of marketable pollution permits. This latter idea was
a similarly efficient but politically more promising means of manipulating market
incentives to achieve environmental protection. According to Nelson, it is likely that
professional economists did not simply pick the wrong horse. Many of them were aware
of at least some of the practical advantages of a market permit system, but could not
accept its ideological implications (e.g. distributional effects, public versus private
ownership of pollution rights, future flexibility to alter pollution levels). Finally, Dietz and
Van der Straaten point to complications related to the paradigm used in mainstream
(environmental) economics (Dietz ef at. 1992,29-34). I will deal separately with this latter
explanation of Dietz and Van der Straaten in the following paragraph.
Environmental economics can be roughly characterised as an extension and
application of neo-classical economic theory to ecological problems. This implies that the
use of natural resources available is described as an optimisation problem. Ecological
quality is considered the result of the aggregated decisions of all individual economic
agents, weighing the benefits derived from increasing production and consumption
against the benefits enjoyed when the ecological quality is improved. The first
complicating factor is that ecological quality can only partly be expressed in exchange
relations on the market. Ecological problems are problems of externalities. In order to
correct markets for these externalities, economists have to define shadow prices. A
second complicating factor then arises: monetary assessment of the benefits of avoided
ecological damage poses considerable problems. A third complicating factor is the
problem of how to aggregate individual preferences into a collective statement on the
value of specific natural resources. A fourth complicating (and unsolvable) problem is
that the preferences of future generations are simply unknown. Further complications
relate to the nature of ecological problems. Ecological problems are so complex that we
often lack necessary insights into ecological relations. Thresholds, synergetic effects and
delayed reactions prevent an 'optimal" use of natural resources.
The observation of the discrepancy between economists' recommendations
and ecological policy gave rise to a renewed reflection on economists' role in public
17

policy. Nelson's article The Economics Profession and the Making of Public Policy" is
exemplary in this respect (Nelson 1987). In this article Nelson analyses on a theoretical
level - and from an American perspective - how the discrepancy came about. In the
history of the twentieth century, he discerns three different interpretations of economists'
role in government. Each interpretation implies a particular political theory and a
particular conception of the nature of economics.
The first role (typical for the period between 1885 and 1920) is that of the
Progressive Neutral Expert (Nelson 1987,52-54). Progressive Neutral Experts sought to
make (American) government serve the public interest". They were representatives of
the public confidence in human progress through science. They defended the
introduction of scientific methods and techniques into government. The political theory
underlying this first role distinguished between two government functions, those that
involve questions of basic policy and social value and those that are administrative or
instrumental in nature. Decisions of the former type belong to the realm of politics,
decisions of the latter to the separate realm of administration. Administration was the
domain reserved for the appropriate experts. Experts were expected to provide
government with efficient means, not with political ends. These experts' stress on
efficiency gave rise to an interpretation of (economic) science as empirical, verified by
the facts. Extensive gathering of data and measurement of social phenomena became
crucial.
The second role is that of the Entrepreneur for Efficiency. Experiences of the
twentieth century - a series of wars, mass murders, threats of nuclear destruction, and
so on - challenged the progressive vision fundamentally. On the one hand, the political
theory underlying this second role was more realistic. Government was considered to be
actually driven by continual competition among interest groups, rather than by "the public
interesf. Public policies were determined by the political bargaining among the affected
interests. Political leaders and interest groups did not respect progressive boundaries
between the properly political and the properly expert. Instead, interest-group bargaining
often figured prominently in administrative and other technical decisions. The simple
division of labour between politicians who achieve consensus on a set of objectives and
experts who design and evaluate from efficiency and effectiveness criteria alternative
means of achieving those objectives turned out not to exist. This political theory gave
rise to an interpretation of economists' role as active advocates of efficiency. Only as
advocates of efficiency could they continue to regard themselves as spokesmen for the
18

